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An Introduction to Advocacy

As surgeons, responsibility to our patients and our surgical practices goes far beyond the operating room. Every day in Washington, DC, and in state capitals around the country, lawmakers make decisions that directly affect our practice and ability to treat our patients. The American College of Surgeons Division of Advocacy and Health Policy (DAHP) works on behalf of all surgeons to influence health care policy in Washington and around the country; the College must capitalize on your power as surgeons and as constituents and partner with you to affect true health policy change.

Health policy remains one of the most hotly debated topics on Capitol Hill and in state legislatures. SurgeonsVoice is surgery’s grassroots advocacy program designed to educate, advocate and motivate Congress and state legislatures, and impact their decisions. To be successful, grassroots advocacy must create and sustain positive momentum to influence the debate. It is every surgeon’s duty to bring a surgical perspective and expertise to decision makers.

You are the most effective advocate for the issues directly impacting your surgical practice and your patients. As an expert and constituent, your elected officials want to hear from you. Legislators want to know how a specific issue will affect their districts, and they look to their surgeon constituents for answers that can help guide their decisions. Since you vote for your legislators, it is your voice and your experiences that can help guide their decisions.

It is crucial to remember that advocacy is an ongoing process. First encounters with legislators may be brief and introductory. By continuing to cultivate these relationships over time, surgical issues of importance will be elevated in legislators’ minds. SurgeonsVoice will capitalize on this nationwide network of grassroots advocates to advance surgery’s health policy agenda.

The SurgeonsVoice grassroots program provides surgeons with all the tools necessary to become surgeon advocates in every state and congressional district nationwide, establishing professional and personal relationships with decision makers, both in and out of the legislative arena. Become the constituent a legislator wants to hear from, knows, and trusts.

For more information, please feel free to contact the ACS Division of Advocacy and Health Policy anytime at surgeonsvoice@facs.org or 202-337-2701.

Structure of the United States Government

Understanding the complex legislative process is vital to being an effective surgeon advocate.

U.S. SENATE AND HOUSE BASICS

The U.S. Congress is made up of two chambers: the Senate and the House of Representatives. There are 100 Senators—two from each state—who serve six-year terms. The House of Representatives has 435 voting members who serve two-year terms. Though the Senate structure does not change, the number of Representatives per state changes every 10 years based on census data. Many state governments just completed re-drawing district maps as a result of the 2010 census. You may find that as of the 2012 election your Congressional district has changed. Visit www.surgeonsvoice.org to find out who your elected officials are.

The Committees of Jurisdiction for most issues affecting surgeons and surgical patients are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Senate</th>
<th>House</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appropriations</td>
<td>Appropriations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Education and the Workforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judiciary</td>
<td>Judiciary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Business</td>
<td>Small Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ways and Means</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Much of the Division of Advocacy and Health Policy’s (DAHP) lobbying activity is primarily focused on the committees of jurisdiction, though each Congressional office is covered by a DAHP lobbyist. DAHP lobbyists leverage their strong relationships with members of the majority and minority parties within these committees to effect change on particular pieces of legislation, including blockage of bills or amendments. In addition, DAHP lobbyists seek opportunities for College advocacy leaders to testify at hearings or otherwise provide substantive policy recommendations to lawmakers.

THE COMMITTEE STRUCTURE

Each session, a large number of bills on various subject matters are introduced in the House and Senate. A session runs for two years on the same cycle as the House elections. In order to accommodate the number of proposed bills, the House and Senate establish committees with jurisdiction over specific subject matter areas. Committees and subcommittees have a Chair from the party holding the majority in their respective chamber and a Ranking Member from the party in the minority who are responsible for setting the committee agenda and schedule. Members of Congress are assigned to a committee by their party leadership at the beginning of each new Congress. Based upon the size of its majority for that congressional session, the party in the majority holds more seats on each committee.

When a bill is introduced, it is referred to the committee with jurisdiction over its subject matter. Committees and their subcommittees then hold hearings where they invite subject matter experts to testify about the implications of a bill. Legislation also goes through a process called “markup,” whereby amendments are offered and changes are made to the legislation. Committee members then vote on the revised language. If a bill passes, it may be brought to the chamber floor by party leadership or may be subsequently referred to another committee which shares jurisdiction over the legislation.
INSIDE WASHINGTON (cont.)

How a Bill Becomes a Law

The following is a simplified step-by-step guide of the basic process of how a bill becomes a law under regular order.

Any Senator or Representative can introduce a bill by dropping it in the “hopper.” It is then assigned a bill number and referred to the appropriate “Committee of Jurisdiction” by the House Speaker or Senate Majority Leader. The process becomes more complex as a bill’s policy and politics are debated. This often results in multiyear, drawn-out legislative battles. Most bills never receive legislative action beyond introduction. For example, during the 112th Congress (2011–2012), 6,845 bills were introduced (an average of 15.7 per member) in the House, but only 561 were passed. That is 8 percent! The numbers in the Senate were even smaller.

During any of the steps below, a number of factors can halt a piece of legislation, leaving a bill to languish.

1. Legislation is introduced in the House or Senate and then referred to the Committee(s) of Jurisdiction for hearings and bill markups. During this time, pieces of legislation are edited, redrafted, and fine-tuned by the Members and staff on the committee. They conduct hearings, inviting specific public figures or experts to testify on how to improve a particular bill or handle a particular issue.

2. The committee or subcommittee votes on a final version of the bill.
   a. If the committee or subcommittee votes to pass the bill, it will be referred to either the full committee or the full chamber in which it was introduced for debate and votes.
   b. If the bill passes in the chamber in which it was introduced, it will go to the next chamber, which will repeat the committee process.

1. If the next chamber passes the bill without amendments or changes, it will go to the President, who will sign the bill into law or veto it.

2. If the next chamber passes the bill with amendments or changes, a conference committee will be formed of members of the House and Senate.
   a. The conference committee will discuss both approved bills and create compromise language to be voted on by both chambers.

3. If both chambers pass the bill, it will then go to the President to be signed into law or vetoed.
   a. If the President vetoes a bill, it can still be enacted by Congress if two-thirds (known as a “super majority”) of both chambers agree to override the veto. If both chambers do not pass the bill, the bill “dies” or goes back through the conference committee process.

If you have any questions about these processes, please don’t hesitate to contact the Division of Advocacy and Health Policy or visit www.house.gov or www.senate.gov.

INSIDE STATE LEGISLATURES

State Legislatures: Structures and Processes

In many ways, state legislatures are structured very similar to the U.S. Congress and often function much the same way. However, each state has a unique take on the legislative process, and it is important to understand how your state legislature is organized and how it functions. Here are some basic guidelines for learning about legislation in your state.

Generally speaking, state legislatures are composed of two chambers (bicameral): a senate/upper chamber and a house/lower chamber. In some cases, a state legislature refers to the second chamber as the assembly instead of the house. Only Nebraska, has a unicameral legislature called the senate.

What legislators call themselves can vary from state to state. All members of a state senate are called senator, and most members of a state house are referred to as a representative. For a state assembly, the member is referred to as assemblyman or assemblywoman. In a few states, the members of the state house or assembly are called delegates.

STATE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

There are similarities between how state legislatures and Congress function. Most state legislation begins by being introduced by a member of the legislature. Bills are introduced for various reasons—personal priority for the legislator, a district priority, a constituent request, or a request from an interest group. After a bill is introduced, it continues through the legislative process, which varies by state, and is assigned to a committee of appropriate jurisdiction for a hearing. For example, a health care bill would most likely be referred to the committee with jurisdiction over health-related subjects. Following the hearing, if the bill is voted out successfully by the committee, the bill can be considered by the full chamber or sent to another committee of cognizance for further action.

Assuming passage in the originating chamber, the bill will then begin the process over again in the second chamber. Stages of the legislative process for a bill are categorized as first reading, second reading, and third reading. When assigned to the committee of jurisdiction, the bill is considered at first reading. When voted out of committee, the bill is at second reading. Following debate on the floor of the chamber, the bill progresses to third reading and can be voted on at the same time. Following passage in the chamber of origin, the bill starts the process over again in the second chamber.

If a bill passes one chamber and is amended and passed by the second chamber, it goes back to the first chamber for reconsideration. The first chamber can vote to accept the amended version if it agrees with the amendments, or it can request a conference committee to negotiate revisions. In most cases, the bill that comes out of the conference committee will be approved by both chambers. However, some states do not have the option for a conference committee, and each chamber must pass the exact same version of the bill before it continues to the governor.

STATE LEGISLATIVE WEBSITES

State websites contain a wealth of information about the legislative activities in a state. You can learn about the process of how a bill becomes a law, who your state legislators are, obtain biographical information on each legislator, visit an individual legislator’s website, determine the status of specific bills, access state statutes, and more. While each state website has its own unique features, you can usually search by keywords in addition to sponsors and bill numbers. A few even offer e-tracking capabilities. For instance, once you have selected a bill, the system will e-mail action updates or save it in a report so you do not need to run the same search again. A full list is available on page 38.

MONITOR LEGISLATION

How do you know what is happening in the state legislature? Using the relationships you have so carefully built is a start. But there are other ways to monitor legislation. Do not always rely on one source or person to tell you what is important, as their priorities may not be the same as yours. The State Affairs Team at the College tracks legislation and can help you anticipate issues that may be introduced in your state based on the trends in other states. A list of current bills being tracked is available at www.facs.org/advocacy/state/legislation and staff is also available to provide updates on what bills are being monitored.

YOUR STATE CHAPTER AND MEDICAL SOCIETY

Although not all ACS Chapters are actively involved in state advocacy, some of them do have a legislative committee and/or hire a lobbyist. Many Chapters also provide opportunities to get involved in state advocacy, through such events as a Chapter Lobby Day (www.facs.org/advocacy/state/chapter-grant) or “Doctor for a Day” program. Another helpful resource can be other state medical and specialty societies. Many state medical and specialty societies list legislation being monitored on their websites or e-mail legislative alerts to their members. They may also send hard copies in the mail. Checking the websites of organizations with opposing views is also helpful and is a great way to stay ahead of the game and determine what their strategy will be during the legislative session.
The ACS Advocacy Structure

We hope you will become familiar with these following committees as they serve to develop the resources and tools necessary to guide College advocacy activities and information. If you would like to contact any of the committee members—or if you are interested in committing your time and expertise to one of these committees—please contact the Division of Advocacy and Health Policy (DAHP).

**STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW**

- Health Policy and Advocacy Group (HPAG)
- Legislative Committee
- General Surgery Coding and Reimbursement Committee (GSCRC)
- Health Policy Advisory Council (HPAC)
- ACSPA-SurgeonsPAC Board of Directors

**HEALTH POLICY AND ADVOCACY GROUP (HPAG)**

The Health Policy and Advocacy Group (HPAG) is the executive committee for the Division of Advocacy and Health Policy (DAHP) and is responsible for approving the recommendations made by its subcommittees. The HPAG sets the DAHP advocacy agenda and priorities and aims to ensure that all advocacy related subcommittees are working in coordination with its policy agenda. Additional College leaders are members of or involved with HPAG, including representatives from the ACS Committee on Trauma (COT), Commission on Cancer (CoC), the Chair of the ACS AMA Delegation, as well as the leadership from the Board of Governors.

**LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE**

The Legislative Committee’s primary responsibility is to analyze legislation and provide policy position recommendations to HPAG. Other committee duties include identifying and developing a proactive legislative agenda for the DAHP; creating and/or providing input on legislative materials used for advocacy efforts by staff and College members on Capitol Hill and in state legislatures; and serving as a knowledgeable resource for their colleagues regarding legislative activities that impact surgeons and surgical patients.

**HEALTH POLICY ADVISORY COUNCIL (HPAC)**

The Health Policy Advisory Council (HPAC) is the grassroots advocacy committee for the College and is based on the theory that “all politics is local.” In addition to an executive Regional Coordinating Committee (consisting of Region Chiefs), there is at least one Councilor from every ACS Chapter. Councilors are responsible for fostering an extensive grassroots advocacy network throughout their Chapters. In doing so, Councilors must develop an expertise on regulatory and health care policy issues, promote grassroots and political advocacy among their Chapter members and communicate feedback on legislative and regulatory policy from surgeons in their Chapters back to the DAHP. Special effort is made to ensure that the Council is diverse in specialty, age, race, and gender such that all rank-and-file members of the College are well represented.

**ACSPA-SurgeonsPAC BOARD OF DIRECTORS**

The SurgeonsPAC Board of Directors is responsible for establishing the policies, disbursement strategies and fundraising activities for the American College of Surgeons Professional Association Political Action Committee’s (SurgeonsPAC) operations. In particular, the PAC Board plays a major role in determining procedures for solicitation and collection of contributions as well as the subsequent distribution of funds to candidates. PAC Board members are experts on the political process and are expected to monitor close races and candidates for potential PAC support throughout the election cycle, working to decide which candidates and incumbents warrant PAC support.
SURGEON ADVOCATE ACTIVITIES

Health Policy Advisory Council Region Chiefs and Councilors

The grassroots advocacy leadership structure for the College is comprised of a Health Policy Advisory Council (HPAC) (governed by a committee of Region Chiefs), and at least one Councilor from each ACS Chapter who is responsible for fostering an extensive grassroots advocacy network throughout their Chapter. Region Chiefs and Councilors must develop an expertise on regulatory and health care policy issues, promote grassroots and political advocacy among their Chapter members, and communicate feedback on legislative and regulatory policy from surgeons in their Chapters back to the Division of Advocacy and Health Policy (DAHP).

REGION CHIEFS

Region Chiefs from each of the 10 regions are appointed by the ACS Health Policy and Advocacy Group (HPAG) for one three-year term, with eligibility for reappointment for a second three-year term. The Region Chiefs will have two funded, in-person meetings annually coinciding with the College’s Leadership & Advocacy Summit in the spring and Clinical Congress in the fall. They will also meet via regularly scheduled conference calls as deemed appropriate by the Chair.

Region 1 Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont

Region 2 New Jersey and New York

Region 3 Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia

Region 4 Alabama, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands

Region 5 Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin

Region 6 Arkansas, Louisiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Texas

Region 7 Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and Oklahoma

Region 8 Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming

Region 9 Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, and California

Region 10 Alaska, Hawaii, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington

COUNCILORS

Councilors will include at least one representative from each Chapter (66 Chapters) as well as one representative from the College’s Committee on Trauma (COT), the Commission on Cancer (CoC), and each of the 13 Advisory Councils. Councilors are nominated by the HPAC Region Chiefs (with input from Chapters and Advisory Councils) and are approved by the Chair. Councilors will meet in-person twice a year (unfunded) to coincide with the College’s Leadership & Advocacy Summit and the Clinical Congress.

The former State Advocacy Representative (STAR) program has been incorporated into the HPAC Councilor program. While participants will continue to serve as “STARs” to be the “eyes and ears” of the College at the state level, as Councilors, participants will now have the opportunity to participate as an advocate on both the state and federal level.

The activities of all Councilors will be tracked and monitored by the DAHP. Regular participation reminders will be sent and awards such as “Councilor of the Year” will be given out each year at the Advocacy Summit. Calls, “which will last approximately one hour. These briefing calls are critical to cultivating a uniformly knowledgeable network of advocates, creating a leadership structure among those advocates, and ensuring that ACS has the ability to engage our grassroots leaders quickly and effectively when action is required on state and federal legislative issues. Councilors are expected to regularly participate in these calls.

Support state and federal advocacy efforts and strategic College initiatives.

Annualy support the ACS-PA Surgeoons PAC as well as actively solicit voluntary contributions to Surgeons PAC from colleagues who are FACS, and meet a fundraising goal of $2,500.

Maintain knowledge of Chapter/State information and statistics and incorporate that information into legislative and political activities. Provide at least one legislative update to the Chapter each year (presentation at Chapter’s annual meeting, via a printed or electronic newsletter, or via e-mail to members).

Distribute ACS action alerts to maximize local participation in their area.

Conduct additional targeted recruitment of ACS members to assist in high-level advocacy activities.

Complete 5–7 district-based activities in each calendar year (see menu below).

- Participate in quarterly “Advocacy Insider Conference Calls,” which will last approximately one hour. These briefing calls are critical to cultivating a uniformly knowledgeable network of advocates, creating a leadership structure among those advocates, and ensuring that ACS has the ability to engage our grassroots leaders quickly and effectively when action is required on state and federal legislative issues. Councilors are expected to regularly participate in these calls.

- Support state and federal advocacy efforts and strategic College initiatives.

- Participate in a meeting in a state legislator’s/Member of Congress’ local district office, preferably with the member and/or participate in the DOCs program.

- Host a tour of their practice for a Member of Congress/ state legislator and/or staff.

- Represent the College in meetings with state legislators and agency staff as needed.

- Recruit a new Councilor.

- Write a Letter to the Editor (local news media).

- Write an Opinion Editorial (local news media).

- Pitch an ACS-related story (local news media).

- Routinely talk about Surgeons PAC and encourage ACS Fellows to contribute.

- Work with PAC staff to deliver a Surgeons PAC check locally to a congressional candidate or attend a local fundraiser as a representative of Surgeons PAC.

- Provide input on (and, as appropriate, meet with) candidates to be supported by Surgeons PAC.

- Attend political events and support activities sponsored by Surgeons PAC.

- Attend the Advocacy Summit in Washington, DC.

- Attend the Surgeons Voice Briefing at Clinical Congress.

- Participate in your state Chapter’s lobby day.

- An important part of your job as an advocacy leader is to conduct solicitations for Surgeons PAC among the Fellows in your state. To do this, you will need to:

  - Explain the purpose of the PAC and its importance to our profession.

  - Explain the benefits of supporting the PAC and why contributions are needed.

  - Answer questions about the PAC.

  - Ask your colleagues to contribute to Surgeons PAC.

You will receive a PAC toolkit containing fact sheets, brochures, and contribution forms to distribute to your colleagues as well as a power point presentation about the PAC to show at Chapter meetings and events.
District Office Contacts by Surgeons (DOCS) Program

MISSION
District Office Contacts by Surgeons (DOCS) program participants routinely meet with their Representative and Senators in their state district offices during House and Senate recesses (‘in-district work periods’) and advocate on issues critical to surgery. These meetings foster lasting relationships between participating surgeons and members of Congress and promote surgeons as credible, knowledgeable, and trusted resources on health care policy.

Nothing is more important than personal relationships with members of Congress. Conversely, to a Member of Congress, there is nothing more valuable than the input and support from constituents. An organized network of active surgeons regularly participating in meetings with policymakers and their staff is extremely valuable in the success of advancing the ACS advocacy agenda. Join the DOCS program and become a key contact with your legislators.

DOCS COMPOSITION AND REQUIREMENTS
• There will be a DOCS team for each U.S. congressional district. Each DOCS team will have an experienced surgeon advocate leading the meetings with elected officials and their staff in home district offices (3–4 times/year). The group will report back to the ACS Division of Advocacy and Health Policy (DAHP) on the results of the meeting and coordinate any necessary follow-up. These engaged Fellows, of all specialties, will become the critical surgeon advocates leading the advancement of the College’s health policy agenda.

• DOCS team members are expected to participate in quarterly “Advocacy Insider Conference Calls.” These one hour calls are critical to cultivating the national network of advocates and coordinating our messages for the legislators.

• Visit www.surgeonsvoice.org and utilize useful information to assist you in planning and executing your in-district advocacy efforts. Many resources are available, including:
  o Comprehensive Grassroots Advocacy Guide
  o Presentations and Issue Briefs
  o Successful Meeting Tips
  o Archive of Past Webinars
  o Meeting Feedback Forms
  o And More

SURGEON ADVOCATE ACTIVITIES (cont.)

HEALTH POLICY ADVISORY COUNCIL COUNCILOR RECRUITMENT FORM

Today's Date
Full Name
ACS Member Number
Home Street Address
City, State & ZIP
Home Phone
Cell Phone
E-mail
Practice/Hospital Name (if applicable)
Focus of Advocacy Interest (check all that apply)
☐ Federal ☐ State ☐ Local

Please provide a brief description of previous advocacy experience and/or specific areas of interest, or relationships with, elected officials.

Please sign here to indicate that you have read and agreed to the responsibilities and expectations set forth in this document.

Signature ___________________________ Date ______________________

Please complete this application and submit via e-mail (surgeonsvoice@facs.org) or fax (202-337-4271)

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Nominating State Chapter (if applicable)
Nominating Physician (if applicable)
DEPARTMENT OFFICE CONTRACTS BY SURGEONS (DOCS) PROGRAM ENROLLMENT FORM

Full Name
ACS Member Number
State/Chapter Name
Congressional District #
Home Street Address
City, State & ZIP
Home Phone
Cell Phone
E-mail
Practice/Hospital Name
(if applicable)

Please provide a brief description of previous advocacy experience and/or specific areas of interest, or relationships with, elected officials.

Other Interested Fellows

Please sign here to indicate that you have read and agreed to the responsibilities and expectations set forth in this document.

Signature ___________________________ Date ____________

Please complete this application and submit via e-mail (surgeonsvoice@facs.org) or fax (202-337-4271)

Advocacy in Action: Advocacy Events

The **Advocacy Summit** is your best opportunity to learn all the skills and information necessary to become a seasoned surgeon advocate. During this three-day conference in Washington, DC, you will:

- Receive comprehensive advocacy training and learn how to use your skills throughout the year, not just when in Washington
- Learn about what issues are moving on the Hill, and the status of other important health care issues
- Understand the political environment in Washington and how the elections are shaping up
- Meet with your fellow surgeon advocates and advocacy leaders and share ideas for advocacy strategies
- Hear from top Washington insiders on the latest “inside the Beltway” conversations
- Utilize what you have learned and attend face-to-face meetings with your Senators and Representative and/or Congressional staff

**STATE SPECIFIC ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES**

- **Participate in your State Chapter's Lobby Day.** Many ACS Chapters host their own lobby days at the state capitol. The College funds a number of these through the Chapter Lobby Day Grant program. Lobby days provide a great opportunity to present the College’s viewpoint on issues. Elected officials do notice advocates rallying at the capitol.

- **Participate in the “Doctor for a Day” Program.** The “Doctor for a Day” program is a great way to establish relationships with the legislature. Each day the legislature is in session, a member agrees to be the Doctor for the legislature and staff working in the Capitol. Many times, they are introduced on the chamber floor by a legislator and have an opportunity to watch the legislative process from the inside. Some ACS Chapters or state medical associations already have this program in place and are looking for volunteers. If your state does not have this type of program, it would be a great idea for your Chapter to sponsor such. Some states divide the months with each specialty society providing volunteers for their designated months.

- **Attend the State Legislature's Health Fair.** State legislatures may host their own health fairs for elected officials and their staff where physicians can volunteer to provide information and basic care. These are usually held in the Capitol building itself and participants offer free screening and informational tables. You may not be talking about legislative issues at these fairs, but you will provide a face for your organization. Such is an invaluable first step in becoming a successful advocate.
A GUIDE TO IN-DISTRICT MEETINGS

Why Meet In-District?
To become an effective surgeon advocate, nothing is more important than establishing a personal relationship with your legislators. Conversely, to a legislator, there is nothing more valuable than the input and support from their constituents (voters!). Meeting with policy makers and/or their staff is extremely valuable in advancing the overall surgical advocacy agenda and provides you opportunity to develop key contacts with your legislators.

All U.S. Representatives and Senators have one or more offices in their home district or state for constituent service. These serve as a readily accessible meeting point. It is also a great idea to meet with state legislators closer to home. Some state legislators do not have an office in their home district, but they will meet with you in a convenient location, like a local coffee shop or during a local legislative event (town hall forum or constituent office hours).

When you call to schedule a meeting with your state representative, ask what location works best for them, and be prepared to have a couple of suggestions if they do not have an assigned office space in your district.

Typical dates of Congressional in-district work periods are:
• President’s Day (mid-February)
• Easter/Passover (March or April)
• Memorial Day (Last May)
• Independence Day (week of July 4th)
• Summer (August to Labor Day)
• Target Adjournment (early October)
• Thanksgiving (November)
• Columbus Day (October)

If Congress has not officially adjourned in early October (as it often doesn’t!), additional work periods will include:
• Veteran’s Day (November)
• Christmas (December)
• New Year (January)

Congress will usually be adjourned for the month of December and reconvene after the New Year.

Most state legislatures convene at the beginning of the year and adjourn by mid-year. However, each state follows a different schedule. Visit www.facs.org/advocacy/state for a current schedule.

How to Set Up a Meeting
1. Search for the websites of your Representative (www.house.gov) and Senators (www.senate.gov), which contain the in-district office contact information as well as specified scheduling procedures (each office is different). Senators have multiple offices across their states. Links to all state legislatures are available in the Appendix, on page 38, where contact information for your local Representatives is available. To schedule an appointment, contact the office that is most convenient to you.

2. Be sure to provide your name, contact information (including congressional/state district), and mention what issue(s) you would like to discuss. Please tell the staff you are a surgeon and if you have met with the Representative/Senator before.

3. Persistence is key! If they do not follow up with you to schedule the meeting, you should call again after a few days.

4. Keep in mind that legislators maintain extremely busy schedules when they are in district. Your appointment time will be brief, and is often subject to change.

5. Once you have a meeting scheduled (or you need extra help), please e-mail Washington Office staff at surgeonsvoice@facs.org.

Having a Successful Meeting
As a surgeon advocate, your most powerful tool is frequent contact and meetings with your elected officials to offer your knowledge to educate them on key surgical issues. Your personal experience brings a human touch to the issues about which they have often only read or know in terms of numbers and cold policy jargon. You must also never forget you represent a vote! Most policy makers, and their staff, will be grateful to have the reliable resource of a constituent’s experienced perspective on complicated issues. Use the tips below to have the best possible meeting. This will lay the groundwork to develop mutually beneficial future relationships.

• Visit your legislators’ websites and take time to read their biographies and learn the issues they support, what committees they serve on, what leadership role they may have, and what caucuses they might serve on (helps identify issues of key importance to each legislator). You can also sign up for their e-newsletters. These keep you up to date on what your legislators are doing.

• “Friend” or “Follow” your legislators on social media. Many politicians rely on social media as a quick and easy way to get the word out to constituents. Because it is a two-way medium, you can let them know what you think by responding to their posts.

• Know the issues. Before your meeting, review the position(s) you are trying to convey. Be focused, and do not plan to talk about too much in one visit. Routinely read NewsScope and the ACS Advocate to keep abreast of the latest developments in health policy. You may also research your legislator’s voting record to help you prepare for what issues you choose to discuss.

• Frame your issue in the context of your legislator’s viewpoint. Include real-life examples of how this particular legislation will help or hurt you, your patients, or your district.

• Always be clear with your legislator about what you want to do—in other words, have an “ask”! This reinforces the importance of your communication and holds the legislator accountable. “Asks” range from cosponsoring and supporting a bill, to simply asking your legislator to keep in touch and use you as a resource as a constituent with expertise on health care issues.

• When you meet with a legislator, it is important to let the ACS Division of Advocacy and Health Policy know:
  o What was the outcome?
  o Did the legislator promise to do something?
  o Did the legislator ask for more information that we can provide?
  o Fill out the Meeting Evaluation Form.

Legislative Meetings: Do’s and Don’ts

DO...
✓ Learn about your legislators.
✓ Your homework and stay on message.
✓ Bring relevant data and statistics.
✓ Take a photo of you with the legislator (if appropriate).
✓ Be flexible and prepared for appointment changes.

Legislators’ schedules often change at a moment’s notice. Don’t be surprised if your meeting gets cut short, takes place in a hallway, or changes from a member meeting to a staff meeting.

✓ Be personal. Facts and figures are great, but don’t forget to convey your personal experiences as a surgeon. Put the issues you are discussing into perspective for your legislators, and ALWAYS connect the issue to your district.

✓ Be helpful. Don’t be demanding—offer to be a resource for your legislator if they need any more information on how potential legislation will impact surgeons in the trenches. Many members of Congress have health care advisory groups on which you may volunteer or request to participate.

✓ Feel free to say “I don’t know!” You may be asked questions for which you don’t know the answers. Don’t be afraid to say that you don’t know but will find out. Contact the DAHP for any additional information you need, and promptly follow up.

✓ Be respectful of staff. Don’t underestimate the power of meeting with health policy staff. They are often very knowledgeable and always advise the legislators on votes! Many staff are in their early 20s—don’t let this lead you to believe they are not extremely influential.

✓ Make the ask. Ask the legislator to take a specific action—sponsor a bill, vote for or against a pending measure, or write a letter to an agency in support of your position.

✓ Follow up and through. Follow up within a few days of the meeting, thank them for taking the time to meet with you, and let them know you look forward to meeting again in the near future. If you offered to provide additional information make sure you do it promptly. Let the DAHP know how your meeting went so we can follow up with their Washington, DC staff.

✓ Contact the DAHP for assistance, advice, and additional information (surgeonsvoice@facs.org)!

DON’T...
✓ Discuss campaign contributions. The appropriate time to discuss campaign contributions is at a fundraiser, not a policy meeting. In fact, ethic rules prohibit your Member of Congress and their staff from discussing their political campaign with you during this type of meeting.

✓ Include extraneous participants in the meeting. Meeting space is limited on Capitol Hill, in state legislatures, and in district offices.

✓ Offer answers you don’t have. If there is an answer to a question that you do not know, always offer to find out and follow up. DAHP staff can provide you with the requested information or materials.
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✓ Be intimidated. Members of Congress and state legislators are elected by the people and therefore they work for you, regardless of how you voted.
✓ Express partisanship. Members of Congress and state legislators represent all constituents, regardless of political ideology.
✓ Forget to make your ASK. Members aim to please their constituents. Make sure they DO know what you want and offer options so that if one goal is not tangible, they may satisfy another.
✓ Believe someone else is taking care of your advocacy.

Successful Communication Tips
In addition to in-person meetings, you can communicate with your legislator via letter, fax, email, telephone call, or a combination of these. Legislators want to hear from their constituents and are sensitive to their opinions. Thoughtful, sincere, and precise comments are most helpful and may be used by a legislator when debating or discussing a bill or proposed rule.

WRITTEN CORRESPONDENCE
In order to make your written communication effective, there are a few simple rules to follow.

Format the letter properly with the correct salutation
- Honorable (all Representatives and Senators)
- Representative (all rank and file Representatives)
- Senator (all rank and file Senators)
- Leader (Majority and Minority leaders in the House and Senate)
- Chairman/Chairwoman (Chairperson for each committee)

Always be aware of the tone of your letter
A polite, informative tone is the best to use. Avoid language that might seem threatening. Avoid writing an opening sentence saying “as a citizen and taxpayer.” The legislator already assumes you are both.

Include information about yourself
It is useful to include information about your role as a physician and where you work. A standard opening sentence could be something similar to, “This letter is written to comment on H.B. 1234, the Health Care Liability Act, currently before the legislature. As a surgeon at Memorial Hospital, I encourage you to support this crucial legislation.”

Focus on a few key points
Address only one issue in the letter, use common terms, and avoid overly technical language. Explain the potential impact on your patients, on quality and accessibility to care, and on your practice. A one-page letter is ideal.

Note a bill number/title and a description of what it will do
Generally, the common abbreviations for state legislative bills are House Bill (H.B.), Senate Bill (S.B.), or Assembly Bill (A.B.) and bills are referenced as H.B. 1234 or S.B. 736 or A.B. 1427. In some cases, using H or S or A is also acceptable. In Congress, bills are designated as S. for Senate or H.R. for House Resolution.

When closing, mention the bill number/title again and encourage support or opposition
Recap your main points and encourage the specific action you are requesting.

Offer to be a resource and provide your contact information
Physicians are generally viewed positively and are seen as experts on medical/clinical issues. Legislators or their staff may very well take you up on your offer and call. If they do, be sure to take the call or ask to schedule a time to talk.

Telephone Communications
Telephone calls are best utilized to express a view on a time-sensitive issue—such as a bill being debated on the floor or being heard in a committee. When calling your legislator, expect to talk to the receptionist or staff person responsible for the issue you want to discuss, such as the Health Legislation Aide. Legislators are often in meetings or negotiating with their colleagues over proposed legislation. If you cannot reach the staff person responsible for your issue, you should leave a message with the receptionist.

Similar to writing a letter, it is important that you keep your message to a few simple points. Reference the bill number, offer your comments, and ask what position the legislator takes on the bill. Avoid being argumentative or trying to “win” the discussion; simply present your position in a professional manner and encourage support or opposition to the bill. Before ending the call, offer to follow up with a letter recapping your discussion.

Give the staff person your telephone number so they can easily contact you if they need further information. If the staff person has been helpful, courteous, or otherwise accommodating, note it in the follow-up letter. Positive strokes are valuable in an environment where often the negative is emphasized.

SUCCESSFUL STATE LEVEL ADVOCACY

Advocacy Tips for Successful State Level Advocacy

Step 1: Developing a Legislative Strategy: When and How to Get Involved
There are many variables that go into determining a successful state legislative strategy. Some of them are process oriented, others are organizational, and all involve commitment and dedication on the part of Chapter leadership and Fellowship. Remember the State Affairs team at the College is available to help with all of this.

DEFINE, PRIORITIZE, AND CATEGORIZE
Defining and prioritizing the issues is the first and one of the most important steps in developing a legislative strategy. Many take this step for granted, but deciding exactly what the most important issues may be before the start of a legislative session is vital to determining what resources will be needed and will save time in the long run. An example is medical liability reform, a hot topic in many states but complex with many potential areas on which to focus. Is a cap on noneconomic damages more important than alternative dispute resolution? And is alternative dispute resolution more important than limiting attorney’s fees? By prioritizing these elements, you are prepared for the inevitable negotiations that will occur during the legislative session. After the issues have been defined and prioritized, they should be categorized into three lists—proactive, reactive, or opportunistic.

Examples:
- Proactive: Medical Liability Reform, Physician Reimbursement
- Reactive: Self-Referral, Scope of Practice, Physician Taxes
- Opportunistic: Trauma System Funding and Development

It is important to note that a particular issue may not stay in the category in which it started. Last year’s reactive issue may be this year’s proactive issue, requiring a re-evaluation of the overall grassroots advocacy strategy.

ADVOCACY RESOURCES
After you have defined and categorized the issues it is easier to determine what resources you need and when you need them. The term ‘resources’ refers to anything that can be utilized in grassroots advocacy efforts. Resources can be model legislation, talking points, studies, testimony, flyers, or advertisements. Many of these resources have an associated cost; please be sure to budget for unexpected expenditures. In addition, you should plan a time line for when to start and finish your advocacy efforts. Most state legislatures have a set of dates to act on legislation, and it is important that advocacy efforts take place prior to when legislators must act on a bill.

HIRING A LOBBYST
While it is possible to be successful in advocating for legislation without a lobbyist, hiring your own can make a world of difference. State-registered lobbyists tend to be well connected with legislators, understand the legislative process, and are familiar with various legislative strategies. However, a lobbyist can be costly, so a clear budget must be forethought before the Chapter proceeds with the hiring process. One must also determine whether the Chapter’s tax status permits hiring a lobbyist. The Chapter may be prevented from using tax-deductible dues dollars and thus need to approve a special assessment of the Fellowship. The ACS State Affairs staff is also a great resource to help guide your Chapter through the advocacy process. When your Chapter begins to consider getting involved in state level advocacy, let the College know, and you will have a supportive partner to help ensure your efforts are successful.

OTHER ASSOCIATIONS
Partnering with other state specialty societies and local state health organizations is a great way to combine strengths and reach more people. Attending their events and inviting them to yours help to create solid working relationships. These organizations are more likely to be allies on surgical issues and it will pay off in the long run if these relationships are established early.

DRAFTING APPROPRIATE LANGUAGE FOR THE LEGISLATION
If you decide an issue is important enough that you would like to draft your own bill, first check with ACS to see if model legislation exists. Model legislation can serve as a useful starting point and save time and advocacy resources. When developing a bill, it is important that the language be written in the statutory format utilized by the state legislature. Either use a current statute as an example for style, or seek the assistance of one of the following: ACS staff; a state lobbyist or legislator who could serve as a potential sponsor; an attorney; or state medical society government relations staff person. In many states, a legislator will determine the basic intent of the bill, provide that information to a legislative information office in the state capitol, and that office will draft language while making sure the appropriate section of the state statute is amended.
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Step 2: Rallying Support for Your Issues

After you have identified the issues for which your Chapter plans to advocate and have laid out a strategy, the next step is to take action by reaching out to your membership as well as state legislators to gain support of your issues.

**LOBBY DAYS/A DAY AT THE CAPITOL**

Lobby Days are a great way to both create and leverage relationships. It is not necessary to have a Lobby Day only when you have issues on the table. Legislators want to see and hear from you year-round, and they appreciate receiving “thanks” for a job well done. Checking the state and local lobbying laws is critical before you begin to plan an event. Once you have established what you can and, more importantly, cannot do, you may begin planning your event.

Most lobby days include:
- **Speakers:** Elected officials (where allowed), and/or representatives from the College and Chapters, state medical and specialty societies, and so on.
- **Dinners and/or Receptions:** These may be open events for the whole legislature or more structured invitation-only events.
- **Meetings with legislators:** These will include times for the legislators to meet with legislative staff who are also typically responsible for organizing events. These opportunities can be expected by medical society lobbyists. Will they support the legislation, find out what level of support they have for a bill, or if a member of the rules committee of the bill will be taken by the committee at that time, and often this type of hearing can last one hour or more, providing plenty of time for proponents and opponents to make their case. Planning for an informational hearing is more extensive as presenters of testimony can go into greater detail, and “experts” can be brought in to explain an issue or procedure. Such a hearing is an excellent opportunity to use colorful charts, graphs, and handouts.

HEALTH FAIRS

Many State Senators and Representatives host various informational “fairs” in their communities. “Senior Health” and “Back to School” fairs are especially popular. They are always looking for participants. Offering to host a table is a simple commitment with only a couple of volunteers. Local chambers of commerce or towns/cities have similar fairs or events. Chances are your State Senator or Representative will have a table there too—why shouldn’t you? Another opportunity for Chapter to present a “face” to legislators is the “Doctor for a Day” program, which is discussed in greater detail on page 15 of this document.

SOLICITING SUPPORT AND INVOLVEMENT BY THE STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY

The state medical society is often one of the most politically powerful health care organizations in a state. Determine if they have a policy or against your issue. If they support the legislation, find out what level of support can be expected by medical society lobbyists. Will they actively lobby on behalf of the bill, or will they focus on procedural support such as submitting slips of support in committee hearings and letting legislators know they support the legislation only if asked? Do they want to assist in passage of the legislation but are willing to let the Chapter take the lead in the effort, or will this be a priority issue for them on which to take the lead in advocacy

Step 3: Moving Your Bill through the Legislature

Once the Chapter has presented its issues to membership and the legislature with the outcome of getting a bill introduced, the focus needs to shift to moving it through the legislative process. In addition to what is provided above, there are some key actions Chapters should take as they proceed through this part of the process.

WORKING WITH LEGISLATIVE LEADERSHIP TO DETERMINE SUPPORT

In virtually every state, legislation first must go through a rules committee (or equivalent) composed of the legislative leadership or their representatives and controlled by the majority party. The committee is responsible for assigning bills to hearing committees. If the leadership does not want a bill to pass, it will not get out of the rules committee. As such, gaining support of legislative leadership is a critical factor in a successful advocacy strategy. Special consideration may be given, however, to the chairman of a committee who happens to be a sponsor of the legislation or if a member of the rules committee is a sponsor.

PREPARING FOR COMMITTEE HEARINGS

After a bill is assigned to a committee, it will be debated during a hearing. At that time, many other bills will also be heard, so testimony must be clear, concise, and to the point. More extensive information can be submitted in written form during the hearing or when testimony is presented, but the oral presentation should be short unless the chairman is willing to allow a longer time. The State Affairs Team at the College can help prepare talking points, testimony, background information, and even help brief you before the hearing.

Remember:
- When testifying you are both the expert AND the constituent.
- Be prepared to take questions from the committee; anticipate both friendly and unfriendly questions.
- Stand your ground. Do not stray from your point or allow yourself to become emotional.

It is important that all members of the legislative committee be contacted before the hearing with a formal letter of support and any informational materials, preferably those that will be submitted during the hearing as part of the testimony. Follows living in a committee member’s district should call and write their legislator support of the bill. In some cases, a committee chair or committee member will request that an informational hearing be held on a particular piece of legislation, usually between legislative sessions or during a recess. No vote will be taken by the committee at that time, and often this type of hearing can last one hour or more, providing plenty of time for proponents and opponents to make their case. Planning for an informational hearing is more extensive as presenters of testimony can go into greater detail, and “experts” can be brought in to explain an issue or procedure. Such a hearing is an excellent opportunity to use colorful charts, graphs, and handouts.

ENLISTING SUPPORT OF THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE

Communicating with the health care staff in the governor’s office to inform them of the issue can lead to support from the governor. This is especially helpful if the governor’s party is the majority party in the state legislature, as this may be useful in getting the bill out of committee for action by the full House/Assembly or Senate.
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Introduction to Political Action Committees (PACs)

Corporations, labor organizations, and trade associations are prohibited from making direct campaign contributions to candidates for federal office and other campaign committees. These groups instead establish political committees, which allow their membership to pool personal contributions toward such expenditures. Federal election law refers to these political committees as a “separate segregated fund” (SSF), though more commonly referred to as a “political action committee” or PAC. As the name implies, money contributed to a separate segregated fund is held in a separate bank account from the general corporate or union treasury.

The American College of Surgeons is currently incorporated as a 501(c)(3) organization. Called (c)(3)s for short, such organizations are devoted exclusively to charitable, educational, or scientific endeavors. The Internal Revenue Service prohibits the involvement of (c)(3)s from political campaigns or fundraising and limits the amount of money they spend on lobbying.

As a result, the College established a nonprofit professional organization under Section 501(c)(6) of the tax code. Such (c)(6) organizations are designed to promote the interests of their members. This (c)(6) organization, the American College of Surgeons Professional Association (ACSPA), has allowed the College to significantly increase its advocacy and lobbying efforts, most importantly by the creation of the ACSA-SurgeonsPAC in 2002.

All individual contributions made by members of the ACSPA or SurgeonsPAC are considered “hard dollars.” SurgeonsPAC uses these hard dollars only for the purpose of making contributions to candidates running for Federal office, to national political parties, and other political action committees. Corporate contributions, called “soft dollars,” or money received from group or private practices are used for educational and administrative fees of the PAC.

HOW DOES SURGEONS PAC OPERATE?

The political strength of surgical advocacy starts with ACSA-SurgeonsPAC. As the political arm of the College, SurgeonsPAC enables advocates to build the necessary relationships with Representatives and Senators to educate them about the issues that affect surgeons, patients, and the surgical practice environment. There is enormous power and potential to be captured and harnessed through political engagement. As a nonpartisan PAC, SurgeonsPAC focuses the makeup of Congress by contributing to incumbents and candidates who have acted as champions for surgery, regardless of their party affiliation.

Ellenberger Award for Excellence in State Advocacy

To recognize excellence in advocacy, the ACS created in 2003 the Arthur Ellenberger Award for Excellence in State Advocacy. Named for Arthur Ellenberger, the former Executive Director of the New Jersey Chapter and expert in state grassroots advocacy, the Award is presented periodically to “recognize a career of outstanding leadership and distinguished service and commitment to protecting patients’ access to high-quality surgical care by their involvement with their state’s legislative and regulatory process.” In 2009, the award criteria were expanded to include Chapters as potential recipients of this award.

The growth of SurgeonsPAC—both in terms of size and political influence—is vital to the College’s overall surgical advocacy efforts. All U.S. Members of the College are eligible to join SurgeonsPAC. An individual may contribute up to $5,000 per calendar year to a Political Action Committee (PAC) such as SurgeonsPAC. Contributions are voluntary and are not tax-deductible.

The SurgeonsPAC is governed by an appointed executive board, or “PAC Board.” The Board is responsible for establishing the policies, disbursement strategies, and fundraising activities for the PAC’s operations. In particular, the PAC Board plays a major role in determining procedures for solicitation and collection of contributions as well as the subsequent distribution of funds to candidates. PAC Board members are experts on the political process and are expected to monitor close races and candidates for potential PAC support throughout the election cycle. They work to decide which candidates and incumbents warrant PAC support.

WHO DOES SURGEONS PAC SUPPORT?

The PAC Board considers several factors before making a decision about which federal campaigns to make contributions. They take into account five key criteria when forming political disbursement strategy:

1. The leadership position of the member within the House or Senate or within a Committee of Jurisdiction
2. Assignment to a Committee of Jurisdiction. Key committees include the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance; the Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions; the House Committee on Energy and Commerce; and the House Committee on Ways and Means
3. The member’s past voting record on issues relevant to surgeons
4. Whether the particular member or candidate is a medical professional, MD, DO or a FACS
5. Likelihood of a successful campaign, including incumbency, polls, and district landscape

SurgeonsPAC encourages members of the College to become actively engaged in the political process and welcomes requests from members for SurgeonsPAC to support a particular federal candidate. SurgeonsPAC will consider the request based on the candidate contribution guidelines described above. If a contribution to a candidate’s campaign is made at your request, staff will try to work with you such that you may personally deliver the check to the candidate on behalf of SurgeonsPAC.

Let the Division of Advocacy and Health Policy Staff Help

The tips provided serve to help your Chapter get started in advocacy and better understand the resources and efforts necessary to be successful. ACS Staff is available to help your Chapter in its advocacy efforts. The College has many resources available to support your efforts and can provide more in-depth information and support when needed. For many years, the College has supported ACS Chapters in their state legislative advocacy efforts as well as worked to advance ACS policy in the states. During this time, useful resources have been developed for Fellows and Chapters. These resources help inform Chapter leaders and staff about current issues and grassroots advocacy, how the legislative process works, and what surgeons can do to impact the surgical environment in their state.

Staff are available to:

• Participate as speakers for any Chapter event or other stakeholder group. Topics range from specific issues to advocacy training workshops; a sample program outline, objectives, and a timetable are provided.
• Assist with planning a lobby day at the State Capital or prepare for a legislative site visit.
• Assist in advocacy for or against legislation introduced in the state legislature.
• Address advocacy planning and strategy issues including development of a Chapter Advocacy and Health Policy Committee.
• Develop background information/briefing materials and research a legislative issue.
• Help develop testimony for presentation at state legislative committee hearings.

A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO ACSPA-SURGEONS PAC

POLICY STAFF HELP
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SurgeonsPAC: Tough Questions and Smart Answers

When talking to your colleagues about SurgeonsPAC, you may be asked to respond to some of the following questions:

Q. "What is SurgeonsPAC?"

A. As a nonpartisan political action committee, SurgeonsPAC contributes to the campaigns of candidates and sitting federal officeholders who support and influence the College’s legislative goals. The PAC serves as a vehicle to facilitate access to high-profile legislators, especially committee chairs and leadership.

Q. "I already contribute to my surgical specialty society’s PAC, why should I make a contribution to SurgeonsPAC?"

A. PAC contributions to your individual surgical societies are a critical component of surgical advocacy, and ACS/PA-SurgeonsPAC urges members to continue these contributions. However, it is equally essential that surgeons of all specialties also contribute to ACS/PA-SurgeonsPAC. Only SurgeonsPAC can speak for all of surgery on the issues that are common across subspecialties. SurgeonsPAC works closely with other surgical specialty PACs and recognizes the critical role they play for their constituents. There is a defined need for both the ACS/PA-SurgeonsPAC and the specialty PACs. With 60,000 surgeons eligible to contribute, the potential of the SurgeonsPAC is immense. The College has the membership and capacity to become the largest and most powerful medical PAC in Washington, a tremendous advantage to all surgeons and specialties. While subspecialty PACs are important for focal issues and regional PACs are important for state-level issues, SurgeonsPAC creates a unified voice for surgeons on larger, national issues.

Q. "How does the PAC decide which candidates to support?"

A. The PAC Board makes political disbursement decisions based on leadership position, committee assignment(s), past voting record on OUR issues, likelihood of winning, feedback from Fellows, and whether the particular member or candidate is a medical professional.

Q. "I don’t like the candidates SurgeonsPAC supports."

A. In an organization with over 60,000 eligible PAC members, it’s virtually impossible that everyone would share the same political viewpoints. Try to remember that politicians from both political parties and with vastly different ideologies have been—and continue to be—supportive of issues that affect surgery. SurgeonsPAC must work with elected officials and political candidates to advance the interests of our specialty, regardless of personal preference or political affiliation. The political process works best if you support ACS/PA’s efforts to advance the interests of the specialty, while you work personally to support the elected officials you feel best represent your personal political views.

Q. "I can’t afford to give."

A. You can’t afford NOT to give. It is important for surgeons to support SurgeonsPAC because of its efforts on behalf of our specialty. Even if you give just $1.00 a day, your participation in SurgeonsPAC helps ensure ACS/PA’s continued strong presence on Capitol Hill. Keep in mind that groups whose priorities are counter to ours are supporting their PACs with renewed vigor. If we do not frame the argument on our behalf, others will certainly frame it for us. Contributing to SurgeonsPAC is like purchasing insurance on the safety, so we all need to make it a priority.

Q. "My contribution doesn’t make a difference."

A. Surgeons are data driven. The results of political activity can be difficult to measure and many victories are ambiguous. We do know that overall participation in a PAC is a marker of strength of an organization’s commitment to its principles. More important than the amount you contribute is the fact that you join in broad support of SurgeonsPAC. With over 60,000 surgeons eligible to contribute, the potential of the PAC is immense. ACS/PA has the membership and capacity to become the largest and most powerful medical PAC in Washington. If each member contributed only $150 annually, SurgeonsPAC would be a $9 million a cycle PAC—one of the largest PACs in the history of the United States!

Q. "I don’t believe money has a place in politics."

A. The whole issue of money in politics has become very controversial. Keep in mind that PACs were established as the legal channel of political contributions. They allow organizations like ACS/PA to become involved in the political process by supporting candidates who support surgeons’ priorities. Every contribution we receive or disbursement we make is reported to the Federal Election Commission (FEC), making the process completely transparent.
Q. "How can I contribute to Surgeons PAC?"
A. An individual has several options when contributing to Surgeons PAC. An individual could (1) write a personal check, (2) contribute with a VISA, MasterCard, or American Express credit card, (3) make an online contribution at www.surgeonspac.org, (4) or sign up for a recurring contribution from their credit card on a monthly basis.

Q. "I already make contributions to candidates for federal office. Why should I make a contribution to Surgeons PAC?"
A. Surgeons PAC encourages members of the College to get involved in campaigns, particularly when a member has a personal relationship with a Member of Congress or candidate for federal office. There are many advantages to also contributing to Surgeons PAC. When Surgeons PAC makes a contribution to a candidate’s campaign, it sends a strong, collective message that surgeons are an involved and active group who merit the candidate’s attention on issues important to health care, surgeons, and surgical patients.

Q. "How much money can Surgeons PAC contribute to a campaign and how does this compare to how much I personally can give to a candidate’s campaign?"
A. The law allows Surgeons PAC to contribute $5,000 to a candidate per election in an election cycle—with primary, runoff, and general elections counting as separate elections. This means that Surgeons PAC could give as much as $15,000 per candidate if the candidate participates in a primary, runoff, and general election. Individuals can give no more than $2,300 to a candidate per election.

Q. "Can I make a contribution to Surgeons PAC from my practice?"
A. Surgeons PAC can accept contributions from a practice; however, such contributions are considered to be from a corporate source and therefore cannot be used in contributions from Surgeons PAC to a campaign for federal office. Surgeons PAC can use these funds—referred to as “soft dollars”—for administrative and educational expenses only.

Surgeons PAC Fundraising: Methods for Success

Peer to Peer: In fundraising, no phrase rings more true than “people give to people.” With this in mind, educating with peers about why giving to Surgeons PAC is important is a great way to increase PAC participation. You can set a personal goal of how much money you would like to help raise for the PAC by encouraging others you know to participate in Surgeons PAC. PAC literature, personalized PowerPoint presentations, and data may be offered when requesting contributions, all of which PAC staff will eagerly provide to you upon request.

Meetings: Annual meetings such as Clinical Congress and the Leadership and Advocacy Summit are great opportunities to ask fellow surgeons to contribute to Surgeons PAC, as there are more local events widely attended by College members (such as Regional or Chapter meetings). Literature and presentations about the PAC may be offered when requesting contributions here as well.

Mail: The PAC may also mail its requests for contributions. A pre-addressed, stamped return envelope may be included with the solicitation.

Local Event: Hosting an event and inviting fellow local member surgeons is a great way to raise funds for the Surgeons PAC.

Fundraising via Phone and E-mail: Calling fellow members that you know—even those with whom you are less acquainted—and asking them to help get involved with the Surgeons PAC is another great way to boost PAC participation. Sending an e-mail or making a phone call is a personal and effective way of encouraging others to participate in the Surgeons PAC.

Using an Elevator Speech: When performing any of the previously mentioned fundraising techniques, it’s key to have an elevator pitch ready to give in order to be able to best speak on behalf of the Surgeons PAC and be able to communicate why it’s important to participate. Your elevator pitch should be able to answer the following questions:

• Why should you contribute to the Surgeons PAC? Surgeons PAC’s growth in size and political clout is vital to the overall surgical advocacy efforts. Congress will address topics such as Medicare Payment Reform, GME and Surgical Workforce, Cancer Funding, and many other issues of importance to your practice and your patients each day. It is critical for surgery as a profession to have its voice heard on Capitol Hill through a nonpartisan political action committee that supports Members of Congress and candidates running for Congress who are champions for our legislative policy agenda.

• What issues could be solved as a result of growing Surgeons PAC? Right now, the College’s main legislative concerns include the passage of permanent Medicare physician payment reforms as well as urging Congress to pass the Critical Access Hospital Relief Act. Another area of critical importance is addressing the solvency of the GME program and other issues related to maintenance of a robust surgical workforce.

• What is the solution that could be resolved as a result of growing Surgeons PAC? The more funds Surgeons PAC has to disburse, the more Congressional leaders will hear our message and assist in the passing of legislation most important to the College.

• What is your request? Contribute to Surgeons PAC today!
PROVIDING A DISCLAIMER
When soliciting on behalf of a PAC, it is legally required to provide a disclaimer, either verbally or written, highlighting the following components:

- Contributions to the PAC are not tax deductible
- Contributions are voluntary and will be used for political purposes
- You have the right to refuse to contribute without reprisal

One must state these principles during any presentation given about the PAC as well as provide the written SurgeonsPAC official legal disclaimer below in any materials or presentations provided.

Contributions to ACSPA-SurgeonsPAC are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes. Contributions are voluntary, and all members of ACSPA have the right to refuse to contribute without reprisal. Federal law prohibits ACSPA-SurgeonsPAC from accepting contributions from foreign nations. By law, if your contributions are made using a personal check or credit card, ACSPA-SurgeonsPAC may only use your contribution to support candidates in federal elections. All corporate contributions to ACSPA-SurgeonsPAC will be used for educational and administrative fees of ACSPA and other activities permissible under federal law.

Federal law requires ACSPA-SurgeonsPAC to use its best efforts to collect and report the name, mailing address, occupation, and the name of the employer of individuals whose contributions exceed $200 in a calendar year. ACSPA-SurgeonsPAC is a program of the ACSPA, which is exempt from federal income tax under section 501c (6) of the Internal Revenue Code.

SurgeonsPAC in Action: Beyond Writing the Check
There are many ways surgeons can get involved with the help of SurgeonsPAC and help to elect Members of Congress who understand the critical role that surgeons play in the U.S. health care system, including the following:

- Visit the SurgeonsPAC website at www.surgeonspac.org for more information on how to get involved with the PAC and for disbursement lists of candidates the PAC has supported.
- Volunteer for and contribute to the candidate's campaign, and be sure to be included on his or her health care advisory board if applicable. (Many members of Congress and candidates set up boards or panels comprised of physicians and others with medical expertise to help guide policy decisions.)
- Set up in-district delivery of ACSPA-SurgeonsPAC checks (a great way for physicians to get to know their Member of Congress or candidate and/or to help cultivate the existing relationship).
- Host an in-district fundraiser for fellow surgeons and the greater physician community, benefiting the candidate in the physician's district.

Individual relationships with members of Congress and staff are critical to the success of surgery's advocacy efforts on Capitol Hill. SurgeonsPAC is a great tool to help cultivate these vital contacts.

Contact SurgeonsPAC staff at surgeonspac@facs.org or visit www.surgeonspac.org for more information.

SurgeonsPAC Awards
Every year at the Leadership and Advocacy Summit held in Washington, DC, the PAC distributes awards in the following categories:

HIGHEST PERCENT PARTICIPATION
Awarded to the state with the highest donor participation rate

TOTAL DOLLARS RAISED PER STATE
Awarded to the state that has the highest total dollars raised

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
Awarded to a group or body that has exhibited exemplary commitment to SurgeonsPAC and political advocacy

PAC MVP
Awarded to an individual who has exhibited significant personal commitment and effort on behalf of SurgeonsPAC and political advocacy
APPENDIX

Advocacy Terms

Act: Legislation that has passed both Houses of Congress and become law.

Adjourn: To close a legislative day.

Adjourn Sine Die: Final termination of a regular or special legislative session.

Agenda: A list of proposed actions to be taken at an upcoming committee meeting.

Amendment: A change in a bill or document by adding, substituting, or omitting portions of it.

Appropriations Bill: Legislation that provides funds for authorized programs.

Assembly Bill: A bill introduced in a state assembly, often referred to as AB or A.

Authorization Bill: Legislation establishing a program and setting funding limits.

Bicameral: Legislature consisting of two separate chambers.

Bill: Legislation introduced in either the House or Senate.

By Request: Phrase used when a Member introduces a bill at the request of an executive agency or private organization but does not necessarily endorse the legislation.

Caucus: Meeting of Republican or Democratic Members of Congress to determine policy and/or choose leaders.

Chair: Presiding Officer.

Chamber: Place where the entire House or Senate meets to conduct business; also, the House of Representatives or the Senate itself.

Change of Reference: The action by a committee to send an item to another committee without a recommendation.

Clean Bill: A bill which has been revised in markup. Amendments are assembled with unchanged language and the bill is referred to the floor with a new number.

Cloak Rooms: Small rooms off the House and Senate floor where Members can rest and hold informal conferences.

Closed Hearings: Hearings closed to all but Members, staff and witnesses testifying; also called Executive Hearings.

Closed Rule: In the House, a prohibition against amendments not approved by the committee that brought the bill to the floor. The House must either accept or reject the bill as-is.

Cloture: Method of limiting debate or ending a filibuster in the Senate. At least 60 Senators must vote in favor before cloture can be invoked.

Co-sponsor: Member who joins in sponsoring legislation but who is not the principal sponsor or the one who introduced the legislation.

Commit: To refer a bill or matter to a committee.

Committee: A group of Members assigned to give special consideration to certain bills. See Standing Committee, Joint Committee, Special Committee.

Committee of the Whole: A mechanism to expedite business in the House whereby the House itself becomes a committee, allowing for less rigid rules and a quorum of 100 instead of 218.

Companion Bills: Identical bills introduced separately in both the Senate and the House.

Concurrent Resolution: Legislative action used to express the position of the House or Senate. Does not have the force of law.

Conference Committee: Meeting between Representatives and Senators to resolve differences when two versions of a similar bill have been passed by the House and Senate.

Extension of Remarks: Time given to a Member who has not been reselected but whose term has not yet expired.

Floor Manager: A Member who can override a hold.

Fiscal Year: Accounting year. For the Federal Government, the fiscal year (FY) is October 1 to September 30 of the following calendar year.

Four-Fifths Rule: Rule which allows any House member to propose an amendment and debate it for five minutes. Opponents and supporters of the amendment have five minutes to debate it.

Filibuster: Tactic used in the Senate whereby a minority intentionally delays a vote.

Final Passage: Adoption of a bill after all amendments have been voted on.

Five-Minute Rule: Rule which allows any House member to propose an amendment and debate it for five minutes. Opponents and supporters of the amendment have five minutes to debate it.

Fiscal Year: Accounting year. For the Federal Government, the fiscal year (FY) is October 1 to September 30 of the following calendar year.

Floor Manager: A Member who attempts to direct a bill through the debate and amendment process to a final vote.

General Consent: A unanimous silent vote. If there is no objection to the matter, it is resolved without a formal vote.

Germane: In the House, all amendments must have some relation to the bill in question.

Governor’s Bill: Bills introduced by legislative leaders of the governor’s party at the request of the governor.

Hearing: Committee sessions for hearing witnesses.

Hold: A courtesy afforded Senators which allows them to delay legislation for a reasonable period. The Majority Leader can override a hold.

Hopper: Box on the desk of the Clerk of the House where sponsors submit their bills.

Hurricane: When the House is sitting as the full House, each Member has one hour to debate amendments. In the Committee of the Whole, the five-minute rule is in effect.

House Bill: A bill that originates in the House of Representatives. Often referred to as H.B., H. or H.R.

Immediate Transmittal: A motion to send a bill directly to the other house or governor without allowing the normal time for possible reconsideration.


Joint Committee: Committee composed of Members of both the House and Senate.

Joint Resolution: Legislation similar to a bill that has the force of law if passed by both houses and signed by the President, generally used for special circumstances.

Lame Duck: Member of Congress (or the president) who has not been reelected but whose term has not yet expired.

Leader Time: Ten minutes given to the Majority and Minority Leaders at the beginning of each day Congress is in session.

Legislative Day: In the Senate, the period of time between convening until the Senate adjourns, not necessarily a calendar day.

Legislative Intent: Used by courts to interpret statutes when the actual wording of the law is ambiguous or unclear. It consists of members’ statements made during debate on a bill. Sometimes members make statements about a bill’s meaning during debate specifically to establish legislative intent.
**Advocacy Terms (cont’t)**

**Lobbying:** The process of attempting to influence the passage, defeat, or content of legislation by individuals or a group other than Members of Congress.

**Logrolling:** Process whereby Members help each other get particular legislation passed. One Member will help another on one piece of legislation in return for similar help.

**Main Motion:** Motion that introduces the business or proposal to the assembly for action.

**Majority Leader:** Chief spokesman and strategist for the minority party.

**Marking Up a Bill:** Process, usually in committee, of analyzing a piece of legislation in return for similar help.

**Member:** A U.S. Senator or U.S. Representative.

**Minority Leader:** Chief spokesman and strategist for the majority party, elected by members of the majority party.

**Motion:** Proposal presented to a legislative body for consideration.

**Motion to Table:** Proposal to postpone consideration of a matter in the Senate.

**Omnibus Bill:** Bill regarding a single subject that combines many different aspects of that subject.

**One-Day Rule:** In the Senate, a requirement that measures reported from committee be held for at least one legislative day before being brought to the floor.

**Open Rule:** In the House, permission to offer amendments to a particular bill during floor debate.

**Override a Veto:** When both the House and Senate vote by a two-thirds majority to set aside a President’s veto of legislation.

**Petition:** Plea by an individual or organization for a chamber to consider particular legislation.

**Pocket Veto:** When the president does not sign or veto legislation submitted to him by Congress within ten days of adjournment, the bill dies.

**Point of Order:** An objection that language, an amendment or bill is in violation of a rule. Also used to force a quorum call.

**Potential Conflict of Interest:** The term used in circumstances where the discharge of a legislator’s duty would affect his or her financial interest (or that of the spouse or other family members) unless that interest is virtually inconsequential or is not distinct from the interest of a substantial segment of the general public.

**President of the Senate:** The Vice President of the United States is designated by the Constitution as the President of the Senate. The President of the Senate casts a vote only in cases of a tie.

**Previous Question:** In the House, a request to end all debate and force a vote.

**Private Bill:** Bill designed to benefit a certain individual or business.

**President Pro Tempore:** Senator who presides over the Senate in the absence of the Vice President of the U.S. The President Pro Temp is usually the longest serving member of the majority party. In state legislatures, this is a position that is typically elected by a majority of Senators from the majority party.

**Public Law:** Designation used for legislation that has been passed by both chambers and signed by the President.

**Quorum:** The number of Senators or Representatives who must be present in order to proceed in a legislative body.

**Quorum Call:** In the Senate, a method of determining whether there is a quorum. Often used to suspend debate without adjourning.

**Ranking Members:** The members of the majority and minority party on a committee next in seniority after the chairman.

**Recess:** Temporary halt to proceedings, with a time set for proceedings to resume.

**Record Vote:** Vote in which Members of Congress indicate their vote orally for listing in the Congressional Record.

**Riddance Bill:** Legislation that revokes spending authority previously granted by Congress.

**Resolution:** A measure passed only in one house to express the sentiment of that chamber. A simple resolution does not have the force of law.

**Rider:** A measure added to another often unrelated bill with the purpose of one piece of legislation passing on the strength of another.

**Roll Call Vote:** In the House, an oral vote for which a record is kept.

**Seniority:** Length of unbroken service. Often used to determine rank on committees.

**Seriatim Consideration:** Consideration of a motion line by line.

**Sine Die:** Final adjournment at the end of a session. Bills under consideration are attached is sometimes called an omnibus.

**Speaker:** The presiding officer of the House elected by members of the House.

**Sponsor:** The Representative or Senator who introduces a measure.

**Special Session:** A meeting of a legislative body called for a particular purpose. A special session may be called by the governor or by a majority of legislators.

**Standing Committee:** A permanent legislative committee that meets regularly—Appropriations, Public Health, Environment.

**Suspend the Rules:** Procedural action in the House whereby a two-thirds majority can vote to bring a measure to a vote after forty minutes of debate.

**Table a Bill:** Motion to kill a bill by cutting off consideration of it. Such motions are not debatable.

**Teller Vote:** A vote in the House in which Members file past tellers who count the votes. The total vote is recorded, but no record is kept on how each member voted.

**Three-Day Rule:** In the House, a requirement that measures reported from committee be held for at least three calendar days (not counting weekends and holidays) before being brought to the floor. Similar to the One-Day Rule in the Senate.

**Unanimous Consent:** A procedure whereby a matter is considered agreed to if no Member on the floor objects. Unanimous Consent motions save time by eliminating the need for a vote.

**Unicameral:** A legislature with only one chamber.

**Unlimited Debate:** In the Senate, the right of any Senator to talk as long as desired during floor debates on a bill.

**Vehicle:** A bill or resolution that is susceptible to being amended to accomplish another purpose, often either more controversial or larger in scope than the original bill. A vehicle to which many amendments are attached is sometimes called an omnibus.

**Voice Vote:** A vote taken by a call for Yeas and Nays that does not require recording members’ individual votes. Usually used to pass amendments and adopt motions that do not have objections.

**Whip:** Assistant leader for each party in each chamber who keeps other members of the party informed of the legislative agenda of the leader. Also tracks sentiment among party members for certain legislation and tries to persuade Members to be present and vote for measures important to the leadership.

**Yield:** Permission granted by the Member who has the floor to another Member who wishes to make a comment or ask a question.
Congressional Staff:
Who’s Who?

WASHINGTON OFFICE POSITIONS

Chief of Staff: Top staff person responsible for overall office functions; oversees staff and budget; advises Member on political matters; responsible for hiring, promoting, and terminating staff; establishes office policies and procedures.

Legislative Director (LD): Establishes legislative agenda; directs legislative staff; serves as resource person for LAs; briefs Member on legislative matters; reviews constituent mail.

Press Secretary/Communications Director: Manages all communications with the media; speaks with reporters; prepares Member for interviews; drafts press releases, newspaper columns, and speeches. Often has or shares responsibility for Member's social media presence.

Office Manager: Assists Chief of Staff in managing office functions, complying with Congressional Accountability Act and ethics policies, and financial disclosure reporting; maintains office equipment, furniture, supplies, and filing systems; manages office accounts.

Executive Assistant/Scheduler: Manages Member’s schedule; reviews and researches invitations; handles Member’s personal files, correspondence, and travel arrangements.

Legislative Assistant (LA): Handles Member’s priority issue areas; briefs Members on votes and hearings; develops legislation and strategies for legislative priorities; staffs Members at markups and hearings; meets with constituents; answers constituent mail; prepares speeches and record statements.

Legislative Correspondent (LC): Researches and writes legislative correspondence; assists Legislative Assistants as needed.

Systems Administrator/Mail Manager: Manages all computer hardware and software systems used by office; maintains office website, Internet, and Intranet systems; acts as liaison with vendors; answers staff’s computer questions; manages constituent mail processing.

Staff Assistant/Receptionist: Staffs the front reception area, greets visitors, and answers telephones; processes tour and flag requests; responds to general constituent requests.

DISTRICT OFFICE POSITIONS

District Director: Manages overall district operation and work flow; responsible for recruiting, hiring, training, and managing district staff; represents Member at events; monitors district issues and politics; conducts staff outreach.

District Scheduler: Handles scheduling for Member in the district; makes appointments for Member; responds to invitations.

Field Representative: Works under the direction of the District Director; represents Member at meetings and events; helps shape Member’s district schedule; accompanies Member to functions; conducts staff outreach.

Constituent Services Representative/Caseworker: Handles constituent casework; meets with constituents; contacts agencies and researches cases; notifies constituents of case resolution.

Sample Letters to Legislators
SAMPLE REQUEST FOR AN APPOINTMENT:

Date

The Honorable [XX]
Attention: Scheduler
[District Office address]

Dear Senator/Representative [XX],

As a constituent and surgeon, I am writing to request an appointment with [Senator/ Representative XX] in [name of town where nearest district office is] on [insert date and times available] to discuss [issue(s)].

Please contact me to let me know when the [Senator/Representative] or the relevant staff member might be available to meet. I will follow up with you in the next week by phone. Thank you for considering my request.

Sincerely,

[Name]
[Contact information]
Sample Letters to Legislators (cont’)

SAMPLE REQUEST FOR AN APPOINTMENT:

Date
The Honorable [XX]
Attention: Scheduler
[District Office address]

Dear Senator/Representative [XX],

My name is Dr. [John Doe], and I am a surgeon in your district.

I would like to meet with you in your district office to discuss pending federal legislation that will affect how I am able to care for my patients—many of whom are your constituents. Specifically, I would like to discuss medical liability reform and the potential impact of H.R. 5 on my practice and on access to surgical care in our district.

Please feel free to contact me to schedule an appointment at [johndoemd@email.com] or at [555-555-5555]. Thank you in advance for your consideration and I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,
[John Doe, MD, FACS]
[home address]

SAMPLE REQUEST TO ATTEND AN EVENT:

Date
The Honorable [XX]
[United States Senate/U.S. House of Representatives/State Legislative Body]
[Office address]

Dear [Rep/Senator Name]:

I am writing to invite you to a public forum we are hosting to educate patients in the [REGION] area about the _________. As a leader in supporting efforts to ______, I would be honored to have you attend and speak at this event.

The public forum will take place on [DAY], [DATE] at [TIME] at [LOCATION]. I would be happy to have you welcome the crowd and speak about the importance ______ in the [REGION] area and throughout [STATE]. Other speakers at the forum will include: [LIST FORUM SPEAKERS].

Please call me with any questions or comments you may have about this event at [johndoemd@email.com] or at [555-555-5555]. I will call your office next week to follow up and provide you with more information.

Thank you again for your support. I look forward to hearing from you in the near future.

Sincerely,
[Name]
[Contact Information]
APPENDIX (cont.)

State Legislative Websites

Alabama: www.legislature.state.al.us/
Alaska: http://w3.legis.state.ak.us/
Arizona: www.azleg.gov
Arkansas: www.arkleg.state.ar.us
California: www.legislature.ca.gov;www.assembly.ca.gov
Colorado: www.leg.state.co.us
Connecticut: www.cga.ct.gov
Delaware: legis.delaware.gov
District of Columbia: dccouncil.us
Florida: www.leg.state.fl.us
Georgia: www.legis.state.ga
Hawaii: www.capitol.hawaii.gov
Idaho: www.legislature.idaho.gov
Illinois: ilga.gov
Indiana: www.in.gov/
Iowa: www.legis.iowa.gov
Kansas: www.kslegislature.org
Kentucky: www.lrc.ky.gov
Louisiana: www.legis.la.gov
Maine: legislature.maine.gov
Maryland: mgaleg.maryland.gov
Massachusetts: malegislature.gov
Michigan: www.legislature.mi.gov
Minnesota: www.leg.state.mn.us
Mississippi: legislature.ms.gov
Missouri: www.moga.mo.gov
Montana: http://leg.mt.gov
Nebraska: www.nebraskalegislature.gov
Nevada: www.leg.state.nv.us
New Hampshire: www.gencourt.state.nh.us
New Jersey: www.njleg.state.nj.us
New Mexico: www.nmlegis.gov
New York: www.assembly.state.ny.us
North Carolina: www.ncleg.net
North Dakota: www.legis.nd.gov
Ohio: www.legislature.oh.gov
Oklahoma: www.ok legislature.gov
Oregon: www.oregonlegislature.gov
Pennsylvania: www.legis.state.pa.us
Rhode Island: www.ri.gov
South Carolina: www.scstatehouse.gov
South Dakota: www.legis.sd.gov
Tennessee: www.legislature.state.tn.us
Texas: www.capitol.state.tx.us
Utah: www.leg.utah.gov
Vermont: www.legislature.vermont.gov
Virginia: www.virginialegislature.gov
Washington: www.leg.wa.gov/
West Virginia: www.legis.state.wv.us
Wisconsin: legis.wi.gov
Wyoming: legisweb.state.wy.us